Cyber Safety of Transportation

Abstract: Transportation is changing dramatically. Soon, cars will drive while the enclosed humans snooze or send texts. Trains will slow and speed certain that they alone occupy the underlying track. Airborne drones will fly confidently between buildings to monitor air pollution and crime in our cities. For all of this, transportation will be safer and have less impact on our environment. However, this new world of movement will need to be protected from cyber terrorists, e-criminals and hackers. These bad actors will now ply their trades on the mobile transactions between these driverless vehicles rather than rack-bound computers. Our Cyber Safety effort combines efforts from Aeronautics, Astronautics, Computer Science, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Physics to blunt this danger to the future of transportation. This presentation will focus on the protection of the Global Navigation Satellite Systems (i.e. GPS, Galileo, GLONASS, Beidou, QZSS and IRNSS).
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